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This report describes a number of substructural features which can help to identify compounds that
appear as frequent hitters (promiscuous compounds) inmany biochemical high throughput screens. The
compounds identified by such substructural features are not recognized by filters commonly used to
identify reactive compounds. Even though these substructural features were identified using only one
assay detection technology, such compounds have been reported to be active from many different
assays. In fact, these compounds are increasingly prevalent in the literature as potential starting points
for further exploration, whereas they may not be.

Introduction

High throughput screening (HTSa) is a key discipline
undertaken by pharmaceutical companies as part of success-
ful drug discovery. It is inevitable that hits from HTS cam-
paigns comprise predominantly false positives among the real
hits-if there are any.1 Compounds can be regarded as false
positives for a number of reasons, for example, those that
interfere in binding interactions by forming aggregates,2-5

those that are protein-reactive,6,7 or those that directly inter-
fere in assay signaling. Aggregate formation and related
behavior can be minimized by the inclusion of surfactant in
the primary screening protocol,2,8 while the most reactive
compounds can be largely weeded out before purchase by
the use of well publicized functional group filters.9-11 How-
ever, it is clear that much about the nature of protein-reactive
compounds remains to be known. With respect to the third
cause of false positives, interference in assay signaling, it is not
always clear which compounds might interfere with the
primary screening assay technology until they are purchased
and tested in an appropriately designed counter screen for
assay interference.

The current chemical biology renaissance has seen HTS
gain increasing traction in academic laboratories as a viable
means to furnish tool compounds aswell as starting points for
therapeutic development. In 2003, our Institute established a
screening library of 93212 compounds from commercial
vendors.While now there are many dozens of such initiatives,
at that time we were one of only a handful of academic
laboratories worldwide to do so on this scale. The guiding
philosophy behind our selection criteria was that being

espoused by proponents of lead-like simplicity rather than
drug-like complexity for furnishing more optimizable screen-
ing hits as better starting points for drug development that
better cover diversity space.12,13 We have commented on this
elsewhere.14,15 We also removed all compounds more than
85% similar to any other compound as determined by the
Tanimoto coefficient, as we found this to be the most simple
and yet still reasonable way of removing large numbers of
similar analogues for highly populated chemistries while still
retaining a skeleton structure-activity relationship (SAR) set.
We selected from only four large vendors, as we determined
that there was significant overlap between many of the 15
vendor databases under investigation, a finding that has since
been confirmed.16 Vendor selection was also influenced by
independently obtained referees reports. We largely adhered
to published guidelines9-11 for removal of inappropriately
reactive functional groups, as summarized in Table 1 (see
Table S1 in Supporting Information (SI) for a more complete
listing). However, some groups such as aminothiophenes,
azo, anilines, oximes, hydrazones, thioethers, thiocarbonyls,
ketones, esters, catechols, quinones, and some R,β-unsatu-
rated carbonyl groups we retained. Where inclusion of these
groups in screening is advised against,9-11,16 it is generally on
the basis of poor development potential or toxicity or, in the
case of esters, hydrolytic liability on storage. Our reasoning
for retaining these groups was that if such a compound
furnished the only hit for a given target, unwanted features
could be removed during medicinal chemistry optimization.
Furthermore, we anticipated that thioether, hydrazone, and
ester linkages, for example, might link potential binding
elements that would otherwise not be represented. We would
be concerned if such compounds also interfered in HTS
assays, but at the stage of library implementation we had no
reason to suspect this. We note importantly that analytical
techniques have since confirmed compound integrity formore
than 95% of furnished screening hits.

To date, we have run more than 40 primary screening
campaigns against enzymes, ion channels, protein-protein
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interactions, and whole cells. However, there are significant
numbers of false positives that continue to incur a resource
penalty. We are currently expanding our screening library to
250000. In so doing, we wished to incorporate selection
criteria built on the knowledge garnered from previous HTS
campaigns. In particular, we wanted to develop substructure
filters that efficiently encoded for problematic compounds in
order to exclude these and their analogues from the pending
bulk purchase.

We reveal herein the results of our analysis and the proble-
matic structural classes that we have identified. We show that
these compounds are prevalent in the screening literature and
often painted as valid development starting points. However,
we conclude that they are probably protein-reactive and poor
drug development choices. Finally, we fully disclose our
structural filters in readily transferable Sybyl line notation
(sln) for others to utilize.

Results

The data from six HTS campaigns were selected for
analysis (SI Table S2). All HTS campaigns discussed in this
paper displayed an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio as
judged by the Z0 values17 being greater than 0.5 in each
assay event. The six HTS campaigns we selected employed
AlphaScreen technology (PerkinElmer), which we have
found to be particularly robust and reproducible. In these
campaigns, rigorous compound triaging through counter-
screens, secondary screens, and finally direct binding assess-
ment by surface plasmon resonance is routinely undertaken.
However, for the purposes of this current study, we delibe-
rately selected the primary hit set (single point inhibition) as
that which represented the least-processed set for each assay.
Rather, we controlled for experimental aberration through
the use ofmultiple (six) sets of primary screening hits. Primary
hit selection criteria are given in SI Table S2. We interrogated
the primary screening hits as follows. All library compounds
were binned according to the number of assays in which they
registered as hits according to those criteria for each particular
assay. As a general rule, compound screening concentrations
of between 10 and 30 μM were deployed. The results are
shown in Table 2.

It can be seen that, reassuringly, themajority of the library
compounds are clean, with 73164 registering a score of 0 and
a further 12077 only registering as a hit in one assay event.
However, there are 7972 compounds that hit two or more
assays, of which 2062 hit four or more. The latter in
particular are clearly potentially highly problematic and
form the basis on which we derived our assay interference
substructure filters. We wished to define substructures that
selectively recognized the most problematic compounds in
well-defined classes. These would form the basis of filters
when selecting vendor compounds for our library expansion.
To rationally achieve this, we needed to define first when a
compound was considered problematic and second how we

would quantify selective removal of a problematic class, that
is, to define what an acceptable number would be of clean
compounds that might be concomitantly removed by a
substructure filter intended to remove problematic com-
pounds.

For the first requirement, we analyzed all validated hits
(i.e., true and confirmed specific binders) from around 30
target-based HTS campaigns in order to find that which
happened to also register as a hit in the greatest number
(if any) of the six HTS campaigns under scrutiny here. We
found that one of these gave inhibition readouts of 74%,58%,
81%, and 67% in HTS campaigns A, B, D, and E, respec-
tively. For campaigns C and F, inhibition was measured at
<50%, i.e., below that which would define a compound as a
hit.A screening concentrationof test compoundof 50μMwas
used for all HTS campaigns except for HTS campaign D,
where the relevant concentrationwas 25μM(see SITable S3).
Limited investigation using surface plasmon resonance sug-
gested that this compound had a tendency to bind nonspeci-
fically to proteins (data not shown). Conversely, this
compound was found to bind reversibly and specifically to
another target of interest to us (not discussed here) with an
IC50 of around 10 μM. This compound was subsequently
optimized to single digit nanomolar levels of activity to this
same target. The point of this discussion is to illustrate that an
optimizable screening hit may also weakly interfere in other
assays under our screening conditions. We do not attribute a
high assay interference rate to the assay technology because,
under our optimized conditions (see SI Table S2), our experi-
ence is that the AlphaScreen platform performs favorably
compared with other platforms such as fluorescence polariza-
tion (FP). Rather, a high assay interference rate is better
attributed to the relatively high screening concentrations
(25-50 μM) that we are prepared to employ, governed by
the philosophy that weaker hits are acceptable if small and
highly optimizable. We did not want to be so harsh in our
definition of a problematic compound that we also removed
potentially useful or proven screening hits.

These considerations finally led to the definition that a
problematic compoundwas thatwitha count of 4 ormore and
whose target inhibition was greater than 85% in at least one
HTS campaign or greater than 80% in at least two HTS
campaigns, at the screening concentration tested. It is not
clear to us that there is any statistically validated or less
arbitrary alternative to define a cutoff point for when a
compound is considered to be problematic.

Table 1. Functional Groups Commonly Recommended as Unsuitable for Screening Libraries, Partitioned into Those That We Also Removed and
Some That We Chose Not to Remove during the Establishment of the Inaugural 2003 93K WEHI HTS Library

removed alkyl halides, acid halides, alkyl sulfonates, anhydrides, peroxides, isocyanates, triflates, positively charged carbon/halogen/phosphorus/

sulfur, any heterohalide, carbodiimide, acyl cyanides, sulfonyl cyanides, disulfides, thiols, epoxides, aziridines, betalactones,

betalactams, labile esters, aldehydes, certain imines, phosphate/sulfate/phosphonate/sulfonate esters, reactive michael acceptors,

ketenes, oxoniums, carbamic acids, boronic acids, primary hydrazines/oxyamines, P-N, P-S, cyclohexadienes, activated sulfonyl

(hetero)aryl halides, fluoropyridines, nitro

not removed aminothiophenes, ketones, esters, hydrazones, oximes, thiocarbonyl, thioethers, R,β-unsaturated amides, azo, anilines, quinones,

catechols

Table 2. Breakdown of Primary Screening Hits According to the
Number of HTS Screening Campaigns in Which They Registered As a
Hit

counta

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 total

no. compds 362 785 915 1220 4689 12077 73164 93212
aNumber of assays hit (out of six possible).
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It is of course possible that some potentially useful com-
pounds could still fall under our definition of a problematic
compoundand thereforebe inappropriately recognizedbyour
filters: for example, dyes that simply interfere with the assay
readout technology but could in principle bind the right target
protein potently and selectively, should that protein target be
screened against, or compounds like our provenhit in SITable
S3 that can bind weakly but in a specific manner to several
different proteins but that could be rendered selective for any
given protein with appropriate optimization (somewhat akin
to fragment screening). However, we were comfortable that
our cutoff criteria would identify predominantly nuisance
compounds and that the benefits of this would outweigh the
drawbacks associated with the potential loss of a useful hit.

To start defining substructure filters, we initially scrutinized
the 362 most problematic structures that hit all six assays and
were able to group them into around 30 broad classes (see SI
Table S4). We selected half a dozen of the most readily defined
and recognizable substructures, such as quinones, rhodanines,
and 2-aminothiophenes, filtered these out from our library and
analyzed the counts. We did likewise for six benign moieties
such as the amide group that we saw as unlikely to be linked to
assay interference chemistry. We observed a stark contrast
between the two classes when we totalled the number of com-
pounds in the filtered set that hit two to six assays and expressed
this as a percentage of those that were clean in the same filtered
set. Whereas the values of the former ranged from 41 to 625%,
the latter ranged from 8 to 18%, similar to the WEHI library
(11%, calculated from Table 2). These data are summarized in
Table 3 and the data more fully disclosed in SI Table S5.

On this basis, we defined that any given substructure filter
encodedacceptably for problematic compounds if, from those
compounds recognized by the filter and removed, the propor-
tion of compounds that hit two to six assays was greater than
30% of those that were clean. We term this our enrichment
value.

In this way, we continued to evaluate all problematic
structures, augmenting substructural descriptions or defining
new ones, until all problematic compounds were accounted
for in recognition filters. Toward the end we observed that

considerable numbers of singletons began to appear. In the
first instance, we did not evaluate the enrichment value of
individual substructure filters but simply targeted 30% as the
required overall enrichment value.

The effect of passing our resulting alpha filters through our
library is shown in Table 4 and as initially aimed for the
enrichment value (32%) exceeded our target of 30%.

In the next phase of filter refinement, we analyzed indivi-
dual substructure filters to ensure that each of these selectively
removed problematic compounds according to our enrich-
ment target value of 30%.We did this as follows. We took all
substructure filters from our alpha analysis that encoded for
150 compounds ormore in the one family (filter familyA) and
assessed each of these for their enrichment value. We subse-
quently removed any of those substructure filters from further
consideration where the enrichment value was below 25%.
For all others, we compared clean structures with problematic
structures and rationally revised each substructure filter so
that enrichment was maximized to the best of our ability and
was at least 30%.We then partitionedour libraryby removing
from further consideration all compounds that were encoded
in this filter family A. We then repeated the same procedure
for all substructure filters that encoded between 15 and 149
compounds (filter family B) and subsequently all those that
encoded 1-14 compounds (filter family C). In this way, some
groups that we had initially identified as potentially proble-
matic turned out not to be. For example, 2-alkenylfurans are
conspicuous in the most problematic compounds in SI Table
S4 but are not themselves problematic. Likewise, sulfur is
prevalent in frequent hitters but only is problematic in the
context of specific functional groups.

The effect of passing this, our refined filter, through our
library is shown in Figure 1. Here, it can be seen that filter
family A removes 4703 compounds, filter family B 2196
compounds, and filter family C 1186 compounds.

InTable 5, is it seen thatwhile in total 480 substructureswere
required to filter out all assay interference compounds, the
majorityof these compounds (4703, filter familyA) are encoded
by only 16 substructures, and a further 2196 are encoded by 55
substructures (family filter B). However, 409 substructures in
family filter C only account for 1186 compounds in total.

These refined filters are fully provided in the SI. Each filter
family is provided as a separate text file of substructure defini-
tions (SI Tables S6-S8). Substructures are written in Sybyl line
notation (sln) and so are Sybyl-ready for the dbslnfilter algo-
rithm. We also provide these graphically as 2D structures,
grouped according to structural class (SI Figure S1) as broadly
defined by the name given to each substructure. We also
provide the count and enrichment calculation in SI Table S9
for each of the 174 individual substructure filters whose family
size contains four or more compounds.

The effect of passing our refined filters through our com-
pound library are shown in Table 6.

Table 3. Comparison Showing the Greater Proportion of HTS Cam-
paigns Hit by Problematic Compounds than Clean Compounds

category substructure

proportion hitting 2-6

screens compared with

those hitting no screens (%)

clean amide 8

clean 2-aminopyridine 10

clean benzothiazole 14

clean chlorophenyl 11

clean aromatic N 16

problematic rhodanine-like 41

problematic 2-aminothiophene 43

Table 4. Effect of Filtering the Inaugural WEHI-Bio21 HTS Library through the Alpha Version of Our Filters

counta

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 total enrichmentb (%)

no. of compds in problematic

compds file

362 785 809 835 2094 3846 15157 23888 32

no. of compds

retained

0 0 106 385 2595 8233 58005 69324 5.3

total 362 785 915 1220 4689 12079 73162 93212
aNumber of assays hit (out of six possible). bThe number of compounds that hit between two and six assays expressed as a percentage of those that hit

no assays.
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Here, it is clear by looking at the relative enrichment levels
in the clean and problematic compounds that substantial
improvement has been made over our alpha filters
(Table 4), with substantially fewer clean compounds present
in the problematic compounds file, leading to an enrichment
value of 110%. There is much hidden information in these
data. For example, while compounds with counts of 1-3 did
not featurewhatsoever in our filter definition process, they are
selectively recognized by the problematic compound filters: in
the problematic file the percentageof compoundswith a count
of 3 relative to those with a count of 1 or 0 is 40% and 17%,
respectively. The corresponding figures for the clean file are
6.2%and 1.7%, respectively.While a compoundwith a count
of 3 is relatively clean by our criteria, such compounds are
relatively enriched in the problematic compound file. By
definition, compounds in the problematic compound filemust
be closely related to one or more compounds that are hits in 4
ormoreHTS campaigns. In other words, a relatively clean hit
with a count of 3 is more plausibly a genuine hit if not
recognized by our problematic compound filters. This is a
useful tool for prioritizing hits from our HTS library.

We were interested in the relationship of compound source
toproblematic compounds. Shown inTable 7 are the results of
processing a number of different compound collections. First,
we show that the source of our library compounds does
influence the percentage of problematic compounds; the
vendors that represent historical and combinatorial collections

Figure 1. Schematic effect of passing our filter families through the
WEHI 93K HTS library.

Table 5. Number of Substructures Required to Remove All Proble-
matic Compounds and Number of Compounds Per Substructure

grouping

no. of compds per

substructure filter

no. of substructures

in filter family

no. of compds

(duplicates)a

filter family A >149 16 4703 (230)

filter family B 15-149 55 2196 (52)

filter family C 1-14 409 1186 (6)
aDuplicates represent those compounds that contain more than one

problematic substructure.

Table 6. Breakdown of Primary ScreeningHits According to theNumber
of HTS Screening Campaigns inWhich TheyRegisteredAs aHit, Divided
into the Filtered File (Problematic Compounds) and Those Retained

counta

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 total

enrichmentb

(%)

no. of compds
in problematic
compds file

362 785 724 552 1104 1372 3186 8085 110

no. of compds
retained

0 0 191 668 3585 10707 69976 85127 5.1

total 362 785 915 1220 4689 12079 73162 93212

aNumber of assays hit (out of six possible). bThe number of
compounds that hit between two and six assays expressed as a percen-
tage of those that hit no assays.

Table 7. Percentages of Compounds in a Variety of Compound Collec-
tions That Are Recognized by Our Filters for Problematic Compounds

entry compd collection

no. of

compds

problematic

compdsa (%)

WEHI 93K libraryb

1 vendor A (historical/combinatorial) 36370 13

2 vendor B (historical/combinatorial) 35606 9.6

3 vendor C (custom-made) 13408 4.0

4 vendor D (custom-made) 14893 6.0

MDDR 2008.1

5 biological testing 169066 5.1

6 preclinical 11645 5.8

7 phase I 931 4.8

8 phase II 1372 4.2

9 phase III 415 3.4

10 launched 1808 5.0

other marketed drugs

11 AMH 2008c 743 6.5

12 CNS setd 142 2.8

independent library

13 AlphaScreen primary hit sete 5237 51

WEHI HTS campaigns primary hit set

14 campaign A 3006 68

15 campaign B 4086 53

16 campaign C 3145 72

17 campaign D 746 81

18 campaign E 9,309 33

19 campaign F 14,745 28

current vendors (June 2009)f

20 vendor A 1165361 4.6

21 vendor B 239674 8.7

22 vendor D 61623 4.6

23 vendor E 207573 6.5

24 vendor F 619514 5.2

25 vendor G 392499 11.6

26 vendor H 289,552 5.0

27 vendor I 449998 10.8

28 vendor J 193379 8.2
aThose in total filtered out by filter families A-C. bThere are 100277

compounds in total arising from7065duplicate compounds. cAustralian
Medicines Handbook (2008). dA set of proprietary CNS active com-
pounds. The compounds filtered out were thiothixene, amitriptyline,
nortriptyline, and frovatriptan. ePrimary hits from screening a colla-
borator’s library. fVendorsA,B, andD (respective entries 20, 21, and22)
correspond to the same respective vendors A, B, and D for the WEHI
93K HTS library (respective entries 1, 2, and 4).
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tend to contain a greater proportion of problematic com-
pounds. Hence, the percentages here are 13% and 9.6% for
vendors A and B, respectively, compared with 4%and 6% for
vendors C and D. The latter vendors describe their approach
to library design as being more tailor-made than combinator-
ial, suggesting a link with problematic compounds and facile
chemistry.

We also analyzedMDDR 2008.1, and here it is clear that a
continuous percentage of compounds register as problematic
compounds from preclinical to launched categories without
apparently trending upward or downward. Similarly, 48
compounds (6.5%) out of 743 from the AustralianMedicines
Handbook (2008) are recognized by our problematic com-
pound filters. These percentages are, however, relatively small
and similar to those noted in tailor-made vendor libraries.
Prevalent in these compounds are quinones/acridine-based
cytotoxics, but there are also neuroleptics, dopamine-like
catechols, and occasional steroids, dyes, and phenylmorpho-
lines (see SI Figure S2).

A set of CNS compounds revealed only four (2.8%) as
being recognized by our problematic compound filters
(entry 12).

To ascertain that assay interference compounds recognized
by our filters were not peculiar to our library, we tested the
effect of passing our filters through another primary hit set
that we had obtained from a primary screen of a commercial
collaborator’sHTS library usingAlphaScreen technology. As
shown in Table 7 (entry 13), in marked contrast to drug-like

compounds, this screening library primary hit set registered a
substantial number of compounds (51%) as being recognized
by our problematic compound filters.

We also passed our filters back through our original
primary hit sets from the six HTS campaigns under investiga-
tion here (SI Table S2), and as shown in Table 7, as would be
hoped, a large percentage of primary hits are removed by our
filters, the highest being 81% forHTS campaignD (entry 17).
The two lowest percentages of 33%and 28%, respectively, are
represented by HTS campaigns E and F, which used a
different anchoring technology, causing a high hit rate with
dilution of the primary screening set due to interference by
mildly chelating compounds (see SI Table S2).

Finally, we passed our filters through the databases of nine
popular current vendors. Also shown in Table 7, the percen-
tage of problematic compounds varies from a low of 4.6% for
vendor A (entry 20) to a significant high of 11.6% for vendor
G (entry 25). Intriguingly, vendor A in 2003 contained a
significantly higher percentage of these problematic com-
pounds (13%, entry 1), suggestive of a deliberate effort to
minimize the numbers of such compounds.

Significantly, our filters would have removed problematic
compounds shown in Figure 2 that have incurred significant
costs through some medicinal chemistry follow up that ulti-
mately failed due to the lack of robust SAR.We term these cul
de sac compounds. We note that these compounds often
showed signs of early SAR and selectivity when tested in
appropriately designed counter screens so that we embarked

Figure 2. Problematic cul de sac compounds that have incurredwasted resources throughbeing followed up to varying degrees at our Institute.
We have found chromones such as 5 to be highly susceptible to nucleophilic attack at the 2-position, while β-amino sulfones (and ketones) such
as 2 readily form reactive retroMichael alkenes. Compounds 6-9 are also susceptible to attack by biologically relevant nucelophiles. The other
compounds are problematic for reasons that are either discussed in the text or remain unknown.
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on limited follow-up despite reservations about some of the
structures. This point will be raised again later.

Finally, we then deployed our filters for the establishment
of a new HTS library that ultimately comprised 136203
compounds, which we term the CTX 136K HTS library.
Apart from the additional use of our assay interference filters,
similar selection criteria were used as before for the inaugural
WEHI 93K HTS library. These are summarized in Table 8.
We also used a similar, but slightly expanded, filter for
inappropriate functional groups as before (see SI Table S1).

Because of time constraints, we used our alpha version of
the filters in establishing the CTX 136 HTS library. We also
collaborated with Professor Paul Wyatt (University of
Dundee) on the purchase of a separate library of 15667
compounds, which we term the CTX 16K HTS sub-library,

bringing the total number of compounds to 152795 com-
pounds, which we term the CTX 153K HTS library. For the
reader interested in an analysis of functional group prevalence
in these and other compound libraries, a task that we are not
aware of having been undertaken in the literature, we refer
them to Table S10 in the SI.

Discussion

To consider why compounds may be problematic in our
HTS campaigns, we need to understand the underpinning
technology, this being the AlphaScreen assay. This is shown
schematically in Figure 3.

Typically,multiple copies of biotinylatedprotein (proteinA
here) are bound to streptavidin-coated donor beads, while
multiple copies of the GST-fusion protein partner (protein B
here) are bound to GST-Ab-coated acceptor beads. On
incubation, the donor beads bind to acceptor beads via
multiple interactions between the protein partners. Upon
excitation at 680 nm, donor beads release singlet oxygen,
which reacts with thioxene-based groups on the nearby
acceptor bead. This triggers energy transfer of 340-350 nm
to anthracene-based groups, resulting in further energy
transfer of 450-500 nm to rubrene-based groups also on the
acceptor bead, finally resulting in emission at 520-620 nm,
which is detected as the readout. In the presence of an
inhibitor of the protein-protein interaction, the donor beads
are not bound to the acceptor beads and remain relatively far
apart from each other, such that the unstable singlet oxygen
decomposes before being able to react with the acceptor
beads. Hence, a positive readout from this assay is a loss of
signal.

A false positive signal could conceivably arise via several
mechanisms: (i) compounds that absorb light at these relevant
wavelengths, but in particular the excitation wavelength of

Table 8. SelectionCriteriaUsed for Lead-LikeCTX136KHTSLibrary
and Some Simple Statistics on the Resulting Library

property selected range (average)

molecular weight 150-450 (351)

maximum number of rings 4 (3)

minimum number of rings 1

maximum cLogP 5 (2.9)

maximum number of

freely rotatable bonds

10 (5)

maximum number of

chiral centers

3

maximum number of

hydrogen bond donors

5

maximum number of

hydrogen bond acceptors

8

minimum number of

hydrogen bond acceptors

1

average polar surface

area (Å2)

67

Figure 3. Schematic depiction of the physical chemistry underpinning AlphaScreen assay technology.
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680 nm or the emission wavelength of 520-620 nm; (ii)
compounds that react with singlet oxygen; (iii) compounds
that were not identified by the reactive functional group filter
and can covalently bind to proteins; (iv) compounds that are
inherently “sticky” and can bind tomany sites on proteins; (v)
compounds that form aggregates.2-5 Here, relevant proteins
include not just those being interrogated in the assay but also
the linking antibodies. With respect to points (iv) and (v), we
note that we include both a detergent (Tween-20, 0.05%) and
casein (0.1 mg/L) in our optimized assay conditions to mini-
mize these phenomena (see SI Table S2).

As a simple test of the sensitivity of this technology to the
first twomechanisms, we tested a range of dyes that absorb at
wavelengths from 400 nm (quercetin) to 618 nm (Chicago sky
blue). We deliberately included methyl orange, a dye that

absorbs at 507 nm, but that is also a well-known singlet
oxygen quencher.18,19 In the latter capacity, we also included
DABCO, a strong singlet oxygen quencher which is devoid of
a chromophore, and diazobenzene itself. The results are
shown in Table 9.

Hence it is clear that while the AlphaScreen assay is rela-
tively robust to interference by several dyes, compounds that
absorb light in the range 576-620 nm interfere quite strongly
with apparent IC50 values of between 3 and 8 μM. These
compounds are colored either red, green, or blue. We propose
that the assay interference by methyl orange is due to reac-
tion with singlet oxygen and not absorption of light at
507 nm because it resides within the absorption range of other
noninterfering dyes. Its inhibitory activity is similar to that of
DABCOanddiazobenzene.However, both are relativelyweak
interference compounds with apparent IC50 values of 53 and
85μM,respectively.TheAlphaScreenassaywould thus appear
to be relatively robust toward singlet oxygen quenchers.

A small proportion of our screening compounds are highly
colored, and it is highly plausible that these could photome-
trically interfere in our assays. However, with very few excep-
tions, we find that no problematic class is dominated by
compounds of such colors. Also, with very few exceptions,
no problematic class hits exclusively hits all six AlphaScreen
campaigns (see SI Table S9). This point is relevant because
compounds that interfere colorimetrically such as those
in Table 9 (sulforhodamine, trypan blue, malachite green,
Chicago sky blue) invariantly return the IC50 values as listed
for every AlphaScreen assay undertaken. This leavesmechan-
isms (iii-v) as alternative ways that compounds could inter-
fere with our biological assays. To test this hypothesis, we
analyzed the results from a recent HTS campaign that used
both the inauguralWEHI 93KHTS library as well as the new
CTX 136K HTS library. Critically, this new HTS campaign
deployed an unrelated assay technology, fluorescence polar-
ization (FP), where excitation at 530 nm and emission at
590 nm were the relevant signaling wavelengths. The readout
from FP is the change in the ratio of polarized light. Appro-
priately colored compounds could quench the signal but are
unlikely to change this ratio and FP false positives arise more
commonly from compounds that are fluorescent, the FP false
positive hit rate consequently being quite high (AlphaScreen
assays are run in such away that short-term fluorescence does
not cause interference). The results are shown in Table 10.

Here the numbers of compounds that registered as primary
hits are shown, and the attrition rate is followed as hits
confirmed through retesting in the FP assay (column B) and
finally tested in a secondary assay using homogenous time-
resolved fluorescence (HTRF, column C). Compounds that
progress all the way to reconfirm in the secondary HTRF
assay are very unlikely to represent interference in signal
quenching in amanner that relates in anyway toAlphaScreen

Table 9. Activity of Dyes and Singlet Oxygen Quenchers in the
AlphaScreen Assay

Table 10. Hit Triaging through Fluorescence Polarization (FP) Primary Assay and Homogenous Time-Resolved Fluorescence (HTRF) Secondary
Assay for Inhibition of DNA Binding to a DNA-Binding Proteina

A B C D

library

primary FP

hit set (%)

confirmed FP

retest hits

(% relative to A)

secondary HTRF

hit set (% relative to B) filtersb

2003 WEHI 93K 941 (1.0%) 198 (21%) 50 (25%) 10

2008 CTX 136K 166 (0.12%) 80 (48%) 37 (46%) 37
aHit criteria: >30% inhibition at 25 μM for WEHI 93K and >30-50% inhibition at 12.5 μM for CTX 136K. bNumber of compounds left after

passing our refined filters through the secondary hit set.
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technology.Despite this,whenwepass ourAlphaScreenassay-
based filters through the secondary confirmedhits arising from
theWEHI 93KHTS library, 80% of the hits are removed and
only 10 compounds are left.Of course, none is removed via this
process when applied to the secondary hit set arising from
screening of the CTX 136K library because by definition this
library has been filtered free of such compounds. It is therefore
likely that the 80% of hits filtered from the WEHI 93K
secondary hit set represent assay interference throughmechan-
isms (iii-v) above in that they are either protein reactive,
inherently sticky, or extremely prone to aggregate formation.
As already mentioned, the latter two phenomena are likely to
be minimized by the use of detergent and buffering protein in
our assay protocol (SI Table S2), leaving protein reactivity as a
possible dominant mechanism for assay interference.

Quite remarkably, the attrition rate for hit validation exhi-
bited by the CTX 136K library is markedly lower than that for
the WEHI 93K HTS library such that even starting with a
smaller primary hit set (166 compared with 941), 37 validated
hits are furnished compared with only 10 from theWEHI 93K
HTS library (theoretically, the latter number would be 15were
the WEHI 93K library to be the same size as the CTx library
and number 136K compounds). The processes used to estab-
lish theCTX136K librarymeant that the only difference in the
hit triaging process that should be observed is that in progress-
ing from column C to column D. Instead, marked differences
between the two libraries are also witnessed in progressing
from columns A and B to C. This implies that an additional
beneficial effect that our filters for problematic compounds
have had is to produce a library that has fewer compounds that
interfere in the FP photometric readout. This was entirely
unexpected. It is true that the CTX 136K library was screened
at half the concentration of that of theWEHI 93K library, and
there was some variability in the latter HTS campaign as
judged by the poor confirmation rate in B, but this would
not appear to fully account for the differences in attrition rate
observed.Wehaveno explanation for this butmerelypoint out
the significant resource saving that screeningof theCTX136K
library represents through the low hit validation attrition
rate.20 Of course, we do not claim that this library is entirely
free of protein reactive compounds, as new chemistries will not
necessarily be capturedbyour evidence-based filters developed
for compounds purchased in 2003.

Most bioassays utilize some sort of photometric readout
and essentially all involve the use of proteins so that protein-
reactive compounds could cause assay interference. A critical
implication here is that our filters for problematic compounds
may encode for pan-assay interference compounds.

Given that these compounds are still well represented in
commercially available chemical collections (5-12% as listed
in Table 7, entries 20-28) and given that there has been a
recent rapid expansion in academic laboratories undertaking
screening, we reasoned that many others would be furnishing
such compounds as screening outcomes. Given also that
academic researchers may not have the depth of experience
in weeding out problematic compounds that pharmaceutical
companies do and that academics are constantly under con-
stant pressure to publish, we reasoned that this collectively
may bemanifest in the screening-based literature. Conversely,
an absence of these compound classes in the literature might
suggest our findings are relevant only toour laboratory andan
aberration associated with either our screening technology or
the nature of targets investigated in this study, all of which are
protein-protein interactions. With respect to the latter, how-

ever,we note that the target topography is relatively dissimilar
and that confirmed screening hits are invariably selective by at
least several fold for only one target, even between two
proteins that both recognize an amphipathic R-helix.

Wehave consequently undertaken a literature investigation
on around 15 of the most problematic compound classes
that we have discovered, as defined by a combination of
their enrichment value and population size. We deliberately
focused on screening-based literature covering a diverse array
of screening technologies and generally notAlphaScreen. This
literature also covers a very wide range of biological targets,
from ion channels and enzymes to other protein-protein
interactions. Despite this, we show that compound classes
identified as problematic in our assays correspond closely to
those reported in this screening literature as assay hits. We
also conclude that because of the crossover between our
results and the literature, our empirical approach to the
interrogation of our historical assay data for the identification
of promiscuous compound classes has not resulted in out-
comes relevant only to our assay technology or the nature of
our targets (protein-protein interactions). Qualitative analy-
sis of 30otherHTScampaigns undertakenover the last 5 years
in our laboratories where different screening technologies and
targets that included enzymes and ion channels were used
supports this conclusion. Rather, we suggest that these out-
comes will be of general utility. We summarize here our
findings on each of these problematic compound classes. We
conclude that at least 10 of these compound classes should be
considered to be pan assay interference compounds, forwhich
we have coined the acronymPAINS, and avoided as develop-
ment options when furnished as screening hits. The hallmark
of these compounds is confusing SAR that in a number of
cases appears to track with reactivity.

Pan Assay Interference Compounds (PAINS). We have
identified rhodanines, phenolic Mannich bases, hydroxy-
phenylhydrazones, alkylidene barbiturates, alkylidene hetero-
cycles, 1,2,3-aralkylpyrroles, activated benzofurazans,
2-amino-3-carbonylthiophenes, catechols, and quinones as
PAINS. In Table 11, their frequency of occurrence as hits in
our assays is accompanied by a summary of their prevalence
in the screening literature along with any literature that may
be associated with mechanisms for assay interference.

A key observation to be made here is that different classes
of PAINS frequently copresent in the same publication. A
more extensive discussion on this, on the variety of targets
involved, detail on the nature of possible mechanisms of
action for each class of PAINS, and an example of typically
confusing SAR (in the case of fused tetrahydroquinolines) is
provided as SI (Tables S11-S21).

Putative Pan Assay Interference Compounds. There are
many dozens of other compound classes that may ultimately
be shown to be PAINS (see SI Tables S6-S8 and Figure S1)
but for which currently there is not the body of literature to
indict them as such. We briefly report on three of these that
may be among the most problematic, these comprising azo,
cyanopyridones, divinylketones, and certain indoles.174

These are listed in Table 12 and an extended discussion for
these classes and possible mechanisms of action may be
found in the SI (Tables S22-S25).

AlphaScreen-Specific Interference Compounds. Tertiary
anilines are highly problematic in our assays both because
of their prevalence and high enrichment values. We propose
that these could be more specific to AlphaScreen technology
as they are well-known potent quenchers of singlet oxygen.175
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A key indicator here is the lack of their presence in the
screening literature cited thus far, of which only one study

used AlphaScreen technology.168 We provide an extended
discussion in SI Tables S26 and S27.

Table 11. Pan-Assay Interference Compounds That Are Becoming Increasingly Prevalent in the Literature As Screening Hits
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Other Compounds. It is beyond the scope here to exhaus-
tively list the large number of other putative PAINS and the
literature associated with them. However, it is useful to
briefly list some of the classes that we find are problematic
(see Tables S6-S8 and Figure S1 in SI) and that also appear
in the screening literature already cited. These include certain
guanidines,74,96,165 certain 1,4-dihydropyridine-like com-
pounds,26,78,99,107,119,134 certain isatin-like compounds,75

certain 2-amino-1,3,5-triazines,28,75,112,165 aminoacridines,111

and certain arysulfonamides (it seems unlikely that the
arylsulfonamides involved would be reactive enough to form
aMeisenheimer complex with protein thiols and the reasons
for their appearance in these screening hit sets remains
unknown).21-24,28,130 Some dye-like compounds with con-
jugated and often charged nitrogen atoms also appear in
some of the screening literature already cited.74,168 We find

that several of these also interfere in our assays, which is
unsurprising considering the results shown in Table 9. We
show selected and particularly pertinent examples to this
discussion in Figure 4.

There are two other classes suspiciously prevalent in this
screening literature already cited. These are 2-mercapto-
1,3,4-triazoles and their regioisomeric 2-amino-1,3,4-thia-
diazoles.2,25,66,73,75,78,99,108,120 These number several hun-
dred in the WEHI 93K HTS library but do not register as
problematic compounds. Intriguingly, these compound
classes have arisen as hits in some more recent screens that
we have run. It is possible that the targets involved in these
subsequent screens are particularly sensitive to protein-reac-
tive compounds and, like the Lan protein that Abbott have
developed as a probe for protein-reactive compounds, will
pick up potential PAINS that other targets will not.6,7,157 We

Table 11. Continued

aUnderscored name corresponds to name in SI Tables S6-S8 and Figure S1. bTotal number of compounds that hit from 2 to 6 assays expressed as a
percentage of those compounds that have hit none of the six assays; na = not applicable (enrichment = infinity because of absence of any compound
that hit no assays). cPublications describing behavior that could be directly or indirectly relevant to interference in biological assays. See SI for an
extended discussion. dClosely related 2-hydroxybenzamide-like. eThe sln definition is broader than this (see SI), but the answer set is dominated by these
compounds.
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note related heterocycles can exhibit unusual chemical in-
stability in solution,176 andwe now filter out such compounds
aswebelieve thatmanyof these areprone toassay interference
viamechanisms yet to be determined.Wehave also found that
certain 2-aminothiazoles feature as problematic compounds
(see SI Figure S1). This class of compounds has been found to
be photoreactive, and some pharmaceutical companies refuse
to progress them as screening hits (Simon Campbell, personal
communication) or indeed are purging their HTS libraries of
them (Ian Holmes, personal communication). We also note
that Abbott find that as a class, they can be protein reactive.7

There are a number of 2-aminothiazoles in phase I (11), II
(15), III (2) trials or in launched drugs (28), andwe havemany
in our library that do not appear to be problematic at least for
HTS. This may be a class where the nature of the substituents
greatly modulate lead-like and drug-like properties and that
certain subclasses are entirely benign while others are not.
Currently, our policy is to not filter out this class for HTS but
this is under current review.

The Link Between Facile Chemistry and Problematic Com-

pounds. We suggested earlier that the greater proportion of
problematic compounds in combinatorial chemistry-based
vendors implicates a link between these and facile chemistry.
Indeed, as shown in Figure 5, many of these compound
classes are very readily assembled from simple building
blocks to give rapid diversity generation.

However, amide bond formation also represents facile
linkage chemistry and we have shown in Table 3 that
amide-containing compounds are not associated with pro-
blematic compounds. Any link between facile chemistry
and problematic compounds would appear to be that
involving condensation chemistry where a product con-
taining an exocyclic alkene is furnished that could act as

a Michael acceptor. Such compounds could still be useful,
however, after on-reaction to a lower energy product,
such as that shown by way of illustration in Figure 6.

Table 12. Compounds That We Find Problematic As Screening Hits That May Be PAINS

aUnderscored name corresponds to name in SI Tables S6-S8 and Figure S1. bTotal number of compounds that hit from 2 to 6 assays expressed as a
percentage of those compounds that have hit none of the six assays. cPublications describing behavior that could be directly or indirectly relevant to
interference in biological assays. See SI for an extended discussion.

Figure 4. Examples of other types of compounds that interfere in our
assays and also appear in the screening literature. We have included
the filter name by which each structure is recognized in SI Figure S1
and Tables S6-S8 along with the number of compounds that
substructure corresponds to in our HTS library. Structures 14-16

are dyes.We have in total 46 of these in ourWEHI 93KHTS library,
which are diverse in structure and yet all are encoded by three simple
filters. The integer in the file name refers to the number of carbons
between the nitrogens. We note that this could be extended, and a
9-carbon-linked dye has been reported also as an assay interference
compound.168 Structure17 is a cyclic guanidine andprecisely the same
structure has been reported elsewhere74 even thoughwehave only two
examples in our WEHI 93K HTS library. Structure 18 encodes for a
significant number of dihydropyran-like subfamilies, whichwe find to
be problematic for reasons unknown. Similarly, structure 19 encodes
for a large number of isatin-like compounds that we find problematic
for reasons unknown. Both 18 and 19 are prevalent in the screening
literature as discussed in the text.
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Vendors might consider the feasibility of undertaking
related tasks to furnish a new generation of diverse and less
reactive screening compounds from compounds already in
stock.

The Mechanisms of Action of PAINS. It is clear that some
of the compound classes we describe that are associated with
color, such as azo, quinones, and rhodanines, could interfere
photometrically in our assays and could interfere in
some other assay technologies where absorption of light in
the range 570-620 nm would interfere in signaling. Inter-
ference in this fundamental way is recognized by invariance in
the effective IC50 values returned. However, because no single
class under study here exclusively hits all six assays under
investigation, other mechanisms of assay interference must
also be involved. While it is not clear for some PAINS, such
as the fused tetrahydroquinolines, what the relevantmechan-
isms of assay interference may be, the structures of many
compounds are suggestive of potential reactivity, in parti-
cular, through the bearing of an alkene activated toward
nucleophilic attack. We provide literature evidence of this in
many cases, and we conclude that protein reactivity is the
plausible dominant mechanism for pan assay interference
compounds. When we established our HTS library in
2003, there were no guidelines for exclusion of many of
the compound classes we specifically discuss herein. Never-
theless, one might ask why we did not recognize such
compounds as potentially reactive. The answer is that, to
the uninitiated, it is not clear that they would be reactive to
the extent that they would interfere routinely in our assays.

This is largely attributable to the cyclic, heterocyclic nature
of many of these compounds such as the rhodanines, where
the carbonyl is flanked by a heteroatom and the R carbon of
the R,β unsaturated system is part of a ring. It appears that
for many medicinal and bioorganic chemists, the effect is to
“soften” the look of the resulting compound so as to disguise
potential reactivity, unlike the case for standard linear R,β
unsaturated ketones such as chalcones where the potential
for reactivity is widely and readily recognized. In actual fact,
the resulting 1,3-synplanar relationship between the carbo-
nyl and alkene in these cyclic heterocycles may greatly
facilitate reactivity through transition-state stabilization
with an incoming nucleophile as has been observed with
alkylidene condensates of Meldrum’s acids.177 That reac-
tivity is not extreme is clear by the observation that these
compounds may selectively react with some proteins and not
with others so that they do not register as a hit in every assay.
This makes PAINS particularly insidious, as they might
present as reasonable points for drug development in any
given individual study and pass counter screen selectivity

criteria that would remove false positives that intefere
photometrically or some other direct way with assay signal-
ing. Azo compounds, quinones, and catechols are groups
that we deliberately included in our screening library and yet
are groups that are sometimes strongly recommended as
unsuitable to have in screening libraries.9-11,16 However,
this recommendation is from the point of view of toxicity and

poor development potential. The cancer focus inmuch of our
Institute led us to include quinones, which are common in
anticancer drugs as DNA-active cytotoxics. We saw the azo
linkage, like the hydrazone linkage for example, as being
potentially useful in linking two different binding elements to
furnish a hit that otherwise may not be discovered. This has
been a particularly successful philosophy, and our most
successful program started with a hydrazone-containing

screening hit. We had no reason to believe that quinones
and azo compounds would interfere with our assays. How-
ever, we show here that they clearly do, and such compounds,

Figure 5. Many problematic screening compounds are constructed using facile chemistry.

Figure 6. Putative synthetic route as an example how vendors
could in principle decrease reactivity in problematic screening
compounds while simultaneously introducing a diversity expansion
through on-reaction with a suitable nucleophile.
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including catechols for the same reasons, are now filtered out
before purchase for screening.

In addition to removing 2-aminothiazoles on the basis of
light reactivity, contamination by reactive precursors
(bromomethylketones) has also been a reason to spur some
pharmaceutical companies into purging this entire class from
screening libraries (Graeme Stevenson, personal commu-
nication). It is possible that some of our classes encode for
the presence of reactive contaminant precursors such as
those in Figure 5. However, we have not yet discovered
any evidence of thiswhen subjecting screening hits toLC/MS
quality analysis. It is certainly the case that somePAINSmay
not be that stable, for example 3 (WEHI-60846) in Figure 2.
Such pyrroles have been found by GlaxoSmithKline to be
potentially unstable to hydrolysis during long-term storage
in DMSO (Phil Sidebottom, personal communication). In
this particular case, this compound registered an IC50 of
11-17 μM (n = 3) in a particular assay of interest (HTS
campaign D in SI Table S2), was confirmed in a secondary
(fluorescence polarization) assay, andwas inactive in a control
counter assay. The purity of this batch was satisfactory,
although only just (70% by LC/MS), and the solution was
dark. However, no other major impurity was observed. A
freshly purchased batch was analyzed at 80% purity, gave rise
to a paler solution, and lost all activity. As a precursor, 2,5-
hexanedione was tested and found to be inactive, a finding in
line with the relatively low protein nucleophile reactivity of
aldehydes and ketones under typical screening conditions.157

The origin of the initial biological activity for this class of
compounds remains amystery. Even if some classes of PAINS
do interfere through the presence of trace amounts of reactive
contaminants, the structures represented in a vendor catalo-
gue, and those identified by us, are still relevant as these are
basis on which the compounds are sold.

Rhodanines comprise themost widely reported PAINS that
we know of, due most likely to the ready availability and
multiple pathways for reactivity. They are often also highly
colored. Their promiscuity has been noted40 and their reactiv-
ity been subtly alerted to, either directly39 or indirectly.7 It has
been suggested by Bristol-Myers Squibb that selective protein
reactivity may be due in part to strain induced by initial,
genuine, noncovalent affinity.39 Observation of light-induced
reactivity further complicates the situation.38,39 With all these
behaviors, biological readouts from rhodanine-based studies
must inherently be uninterpretable.Despite this, there does not
appear to be a general awareness of the critical limitations that
these compounds have as development starting points. This is
because, in isolation, the data furnished through study of these
compounds can be convincing and it is not necessarily a fault
of an author for submitting such data for publication nor that
of a journal in accepting such work. However, this can lead
others to undertake extensive and wasteful studies such as full
efficacy, pharmacokinetic, tissue distribution, andmetabolism
studies destined for failure.178

We would also argue that PAINS are not useful as
biochemical probes. The insidious nature of PAINS in this
context is exemplified in BH3I-1 in Figure 7, a rhodanine-
based compound that has been reported to induce apoptosis
by binding to the Bcl-2 family of proteins. Extensive and
meticulous data has been provided that gives credence to this
hypothesis, and the work has justifiably been published in a
high profile journal.179 Our Institute was in the fortunate
position of having access to aBax/Bakknockout cell line that
was insensitive to compounds acting via the Bcl-2 family and
so could be used to test whether this pathway was responsible
for a given observed cytotoxic response. BH3I-1 was thus
sourced and tested and was found to be equally cytotoxic to
normal cells and Bax/Bak knockout cells.180 That is, its
cytotoxicity was due to an interaction not involving the Bcl-2
family pathway as supposed and published. Rather, the ability
of the rhodanine core to react with many proteins likely gave
rise to cytotoxicity through interaction with one ormore other
unidentified cellular proteins important for cell viability.

Strikingly, in a series of recent papers from the Abbott
Laboratories that describes a new method (ALARMNMR)
for detecting protein-reactive problematic screening com-
pounds, several identified compound classes match precisely
those reported by us herein. These include rhodanines,
catechols, quinones, benzofurazans, benzthioxalones,
2-amino-3-carbonylthiophenes, and certain dihydropyri-
dines.6,7,157 Protein reactivity can arise via oxidation as well
as electrophilic attack. Bristol-Myers Squibb have also iden-
tified rhodanines as frequent hitters.181 These findings were
not available when we constructed our screening library, but
even if they were, we would not have altered the selection
criteria for used for the establishment of our WEHI 93K
HTS library. This is because we would not have been certain
how ALARM NMR-positive compounds, for example,
would translate to assay interference in the context of our
laboratories. However, we have shown here that several
classes of ALARM NMR-positive compounds do indeed
interfere in assays in our laboratories, and this is highly likely
to be due to protein reactivity.

It is intriguing that the structures of a number of aggre-
gate-forming compounds coincide with some of the PAINS
thatwe discuss herein.2 This is despite the fact that our assays
are run under high detergent conditions designed to halt
aggregate formation. It is possible that either some PAINS
form highly robust, detergent-resistant aggregates or that
reactivity is a factor in some of Shoichet’s frequent hitter
aggregators. This remains to be investigated.

In summary, PAINSmay interfere in biological assays in a
number of ways. It seems likely that in many cases this could
be due to protein reactivity, sometimes light induced, or due
simply to interference in the photometric readout. For the
latter, a simple spectroscopic analysis will provide an answer.
For the former, it appears that Abbott’s ALARM NMR
assaymay currently be the best validatedmethod, although it
is unclear how readily this assay could be established in
academic laboratories. In many cases, it remains unknown
how a given class of PAINS may be interfering in biological
assays and several mechanisms may be possible within each
class. Further investigation may lead to answers that could
also provide a rationale to establish robust and cheap
diagnostic methods to assess for PAINS, and this would be
a highly useful endeavor. This could be accomplished,
for example, by studying analogue clusters around each
of the 480 assay interference substructures defined in SI

Figure 7. Example of a rhodanine-based compound reported to
induce apoptosis via binding to the Bcl-2 family of proteins, but it is
probably nonspecific.180
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Tables S6-S8, andwewould encourage any researchers who
are interested in doing so. This would also be useful for those
cases in SI Table S8, where few analogues are represented
and so little can currently be said about the detail of
the substructure responsible for assay interference or the
mechanism involved. We note two useful recent additions to
the literature on nuisance compound detection by Glaxo-
SmithKline for redox-active assay interference compounds
that can oxidize thiols.182,183 Time-dependent activity or
unusual Hill coefficients can usefully point to general assay
interference/protein-reactive compounds .92,184,185

Increasing Prevalence of PAINS in the Screening Litera-

ture. A simple literature searching exercise reveals the influ-
ence that rhodanine-based PAINS are having on the
scientific literature. As shown in Figure 8, there are 7075
rhodanine analogues associated with a published biological
study and this translates to 795 references. When filtered
using the research topic “screening”, 157 references (20%)
are retained. The same exercise repeated for 2-aminopyri-
dines returns only 4.5% of references. Rather than being
privileged structures, we suggest rhodanines are polluting the
scientific literature and this exercise undertaken some six
months prior returned only 118 references.

These screening references comprise 96 journal articles,
with approximately 70% being wet screening-based publica-
tions and 30% being in silico screening-based publications.
The latter represent in silico-derived hits that have then been
tested in vitro. In other words, in silico screening will return
protein-reactive compounds as positives in just the sameway
that wet screening will and it is through such PAINS that the
data may ironically become more publishable. This is not so
surprising but is unfortunate because subsequent in silico
publications commonly cite previous ones as examples of
successful in silico screening methodology. Rather than repre-
senting a privileged structure, we conclude here that these
results reflect the extent of wasted resources that these nuisance
compounds are generally causing.We suggest that a significant
proportion of screening-based publications and patents may
contain assay interference hits and that extensive docking
computations and graphics that are frequently produced may
often be meaningless. In the case of rhodanines, the answer set
represents some 60 patents and we have found patents to be
conspicuously prevalent for other classes of PAINS. This
collectively represents an enormous cost in protecting intellec-
tual property, much of which may be of little value. Extreme
examples can occur where assays involve targets with multiple
catalytic cysteines and thus tend to select for reactive com-
pounds. For example, PAINS appear to dominate the set of all
known inhibitors of a number of E3 ligases.186

We are concerned with this trend and so have specifically
disclosed in thework presented hereinwhatwe consider to be

the worst offending PAINS. Together with the studies by
Abbott6,7,157 and Bristol-Myers Squibb181 and backed up by
our literature investigation, we propose the evidence is
sufficient to indict our suggested PAINS as genuinely pro-
blematic compounds and poor choices for drug develop-
ment. For the purposes of maximizing chemical diversity for
any possible use, we would be hesitant to suggest that
compound vendors may consider purging their databases
of these compounds. However, we would suggest they be
issued with an alert as being poorly suited for drug develop-
ment and highly likely to register as screening hits.

Drugs Containing PAIN Substructures. The Shoichet
group has shown that promiscuous aggregating inhibitors
can count many drugs among their numbers.187 Likewise, it
cannot be categorically ruled out that compounds with
substructures that we classify as PAINS may still in theory
be viable points for development. For example, Serono
appears to be developing some rhodanine-like compounds
as PI3Kγ inhibitors.188,189 Their lead compound appears to
be highly selective, with reasonable pharmacokinetic para-
meters, and forms a noncovalent crystal structure complex.
Unstable benzofurazans have also formed the basis for
successful early hit-to-lead optimization.145 It is also true
that some marketed drugs contain PAIN structures, and
these are given in SI Figure S2. However, not only are these
percentages relatively small (2.8-6.5% as shown in Table 7)
but the substructures recognized by our filters appear to be
strikingly linked with metabolic or toxicity-associated
deficiencies,7,190-203 with few exceptions.204 We provide an
extended discussion on this in the SI.

We note that in the areas of oncology, microbiology, and
parasitology, reactive, photosensitive, and redox-active com-
pounds (many of which are dyes) may be particularly suited for
therapeutic uses.Methylene blue, for example, is a redox-active
phenothiazine dye that was discovered by Guttmann and
Ehrlich more than 100 years ago to have useful antimalarial
activity and so constituted the very first chemotherapeutic.205

Trypan blue and trypan red are azo dyes synthesized and
discovered in 1904 (also byEhrlich) to have potent trypanocidal
activity (hence the name given to the dyes).206 We have also
found novel assay interference dyes with potent antiparasitic
activity,15 and interest in antiparasitic dyes continues strongly to
this day.207-210 Many of these compounds will be removed by
our filters, and soworkers in these areasmay usefullyworkwith
focused libraries containing such compounds that are otherwise
unacceptable for general screening.211

In summary, application of our filters will remove some
compounds that in principle could be acceptable as
marketed drugs. However, in general, the moieties that our
filters recognize are also those often associated with drug
toxicity and reactivity or metabolic liability. This point has
also been made by Abbott, and known drugs that are active
in theirALARM-NMRprotein-reactivity assay tend to have
associated limitations in therapeutic settings.7 These repre-
sent a suboptimum starting point for development, and we
are comfortable with the exclusion of compounds bearing
assay interference moieties from our screening libraries.
However, by far the most important point to make is that,
in general, any compound recognized by our filters
that arises from a screen is likely to be a false positive or
problematic and not yield to conventional SAR and
optimization. The nuisance value of these therefore far out-
weighs the small chance that the particular hit will yield to
optimization.

Figure 8. A literature searching exercise that illustrates the signifi-
cant number of screening-based publications and patents involving
rhodanines.
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Publication Policies for Screening-Based Manuscripts. We
are making the structures of PAINS available on several
levels: first, as precisely encoded Sybyl line notation files that
others may copy as text files and use directly on screening
hitlists (SI Tables S6-S8) using Sybyl; second, as less precise
but more visual 2D structures that are grouped according to
broad compound classes (SI Figure S1). Our PAIN-recogni-
tion filters should be used in conjunction with the prior
functional groups filters, which we also provide (SI Table
S1). For example, a given nitroalkene may be problematic
but not recognized by our PAIN filters because nitro groups
were filtered out prior to library construction. Similarly,
benzyl bromides would be likely PAINS but would also be
filtered out prior and it is disappointing that such clearly
highly reactive compounds continue to make it into the
screening-based literature.74

For those workers with screening hits that are recognized
by our filters (or with hits clearly related but maybe falling
outside the strict definition we provide), this should serve
as a signal to thoroughly investigate those compounds for
potential assay interference mechanisms and elucidation of
early SAR. This is relevant to any compound tested in a
biological assay, whether its origin may lie in wet screening,
in silico screening, or rational design.

Where these hits correspond to the worst offenders that we
have identified as PAINS, we suggest that an alert should be
issuedwithanypending publication. To editors and reviewers,
manuscripts describing PAIN-bearing structures as optimiz-
able screening hits should be viewed with extreme caution,
should be backed up by extensive SAR and biophysical
characterization, and should be accompanied by comparisons
with literature SAR. An SAR set of only a few compounds is
an insufficient demonstration of SAR, as a small selection set
can exhibit apparent SAR that dissipates on expansion. A
special alert should be issued when different classes of PAINS
are coreported in the one screening-based manuscript. Proof
of mechanism-of-action should accompany any target-based
screening hit with associated cell-based activity in order to
gain credibility as a valid probe or developable compound.
There is the case to argue for the establishment of a facility
that can perform interference assays similar to those already
published 4-8,101,157,182,183 and to which researchers can submit
their confirmed hits. This would not be out of place as part of
the NIHMolecular Libraries Initiative (see ref 213).

As an editorial board member for Future Medicinal
Chemistry, one of us (J.B.B.) is working to introduce such
measures for that journal. A lack of literature SAR should
not necessarily be viewed favorably, as it may simply be that
a given PAINmay represent relatively uncommon chemistry
and has yet to build a body of relevant literature. The
numbers of compounds in our WEHI 93K HTS library that
belong to each class of problematic compounds, as provided
in SI Figure S1 and SI Table S9, can be used as a guide to
assess how common such compounds have been and may
still be in vendor databases.

Conclusions

We have identified problematic screening compounds
and constructed substructure filters that recognized these
compounds. We have shown that these interference com-
pounds are not unique to our library but are also prevalent
in a primary hit set derived from an independent screening
library. These compounds remain common in vendor cata-

logues. We have been able to implement these filters in the
establishment of a new 136K-strong HTS compound library,
and early results indicate that cleaner sets of primary screening
hits result. This will save significant up-front and recurring
costs as well as making hit set analysis and interpretation
easier.212 We have provided our filters so that they may be of
use to others similarly. The substructural filters presented
here were identified from the results of a number of protein-
protein interaction screens using theAlphaScreen technology.
However, these filters also appear to identify compounds
which have been cited in the literature as being active in a
number of different assays using differing detection technol-
ogies. Hence, our filters do not encode for compounds
peculiar only to our assay technology or our targets or our
HTS library.We discuss that this is likely due to the ability of
certain compound classes to interfere in screening technolo-
gies via a number of means but particularly through protein
reactivity so that essentially any bioassay may be affected.
We have termed these compounds PAINS (pan assay inter-
ference compounds) as they represent poor choices for drug
development and yet can furnish data that in isolationmay be
suggestive of a selective and optimizable hit. These character-
istics have led to a rapidly growing body of potentially
misleading literature. In a series of seminal recent papers,
researchers at Abbott Laboratories have published on unex-
pected protein reactivity in some screening compounds.6,7,157

At the time it was not widely appreciated how significant
a problem this may generally be, nor still is this widely appre-
ciated, at least among the newer generation of HTS academics.
A number of classes identified by workers at Abbott coincide
preciselywith those identified by us, andwe now suggest that all
researchers in hit discovery should bemademore overtly aware
that these compounds are readily available andwill be prevalent
as convincing screening hits but acting via protein reactivity
(potentially light-induced) as well as other possiblemechanisms
as yet undefined. We suggest that literature describing their
biological relevance should be viewed very cautiously.

It has recently been shown that in the absence of detergent,
aggregators can dominate the set of primary hits and that
reactive compounds are relatively less problematic.213 We do
not disagree with this. However, through the use of assays run
under “high detergent” conditions213 (see SI Table S2), we
have been able to focus on the remaining hits and have been
able to define certain compound classes that are highly
problematic in the sense that they are prone to assay inter-
ference yet may escape extensive reactive functional group
filters that have been developed for these purposes.213

In recognition of the increasing use of HTS facilities by
academic researchers, guidelines have recently been proposed
to strengthen the link between screening data and compound
structural integrity.214 We heartily endorse these guidelines,
but we wish to alert hit discovery researchers that even if
compound integrity is confirmed, for certain compound
classes (PAINS, as we describe herein), great caution must
be exercised in interpreting biological results. A discussion on
structural integrity for a particular screening hit, mirin, has
ensued recently in the literature, along with the publication of
a corrected structure.215 Somewhat ironically, we would
strongly identify the corrected structure as a rhodanine-based
PAIN and prone to give misleading biological results.

Finally, we note that the 50 millionth chemical substance
was recorded recently by CAS scientists, to some fanfare.216

This compound is one of some 230 compounds claimed in a
199 page patent as potential medicaments for neuropathic
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pain.217 Every one is an alkylidenethiazolone of the type
strongly identified by us as an assay interference core with
potential protein reactivity due to the reactive R,β-unsatu-
rated carbonyl group and likely to represent a “false start”.

We have in the past incurred substantial resource costs in
followingup such compoundsandothersdepicted inFigures 2
and 4, which we now recognize and which our substructure
filters recognize as PAINS. Here, we have fully disclosed our
substructure filters for others to utilize in the hope that
awareness is raised about these problematic compounds.

Experimental Section

Construction of substructure filters involved an iterative
process involving use of Tripos Software (Sybyl8.0) for defining
substructures and interrogation of our HTS data using the LIM
system ActivityBase (idbs) to retrieve the assay hit counts for
every compound recognized by that filter. Filtering out com-
pounds from any given sd file using our filters simply requires the
following commands on a Linux operating platform (assuming
an sd file of name file1.sdf with the id field being “Object_ID”).
The output is a list of the compounds recognized by our filters as
being problematic (PAINS.txt) and compounds not recognized
by our filters as being problematic (CLEAN.txt). The processing
includes stripping all compounds of salts, neutralizing, and
“uniqueing” the sln so that duplicates can be identified.

dbtranslate -type maccs -translate sln -input file1.sdf
-output output.hits -maccs_regname Object_ID -property_data
þunique -2d

sleep 1
dbstripsalt -omitted salts_all.hits þneutralize -output output_

neutral.hits < output.hits
sleep 1
dbslnfilter -type sln -input output_neutral.hits -badgroups

Freq_Hit_5_morethan150.hits -omitted outputA.hitters -hitlist
outputA.hits

sleep 1
dbslnfilter -type sln -input outputA.hits -badgroups Freq_Hit_5_

lessthan150.hits -omitted outputB.hitters -hitlist outputB.hits
dbslnfilter -type sln -input outputB.hits -badgroups Freq_Hit_

5_lessthan15.hits -omitted outputC.hitters -hitlist outputC.
hits

sleep 1
cat outputA.hitters outputB.hitters > file1
cat file1 outputC.hitters > output_final.hitters
cat outputA.hits outputB.hits > file2
cat file2 outputC.hits > output_final.hits
dbhitlist -convert regkeys -output PAINS.txt output_final.

hitters
dbhitlist -convert regkeys -output CLEAN.txt output_final.hits
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